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Abstract. Biometric encryption is the basis for biometric template protection and information security. While existing methods are based on
iris or ﬁngerprint modality, face has so far been considered not reliable
enough to meet the requirement for error correcting ability. In this paper,
we present a novel biometric key binding method based on near infrared
(NIR) face biometric. An enhanced BioHash algorithm is developed by
imposing an NXOR mask onto the input to the subsequent error correcting code (ECC). This way, when combined with ECC and NIR face
features, it enables reliable binding of face biometric features and the
biometric key. Its ability for template protection and information cryptography is guarantied by the theory of encryption. The security level of
NIR face recognition system is thereby improved. Experimental results
show that the security beneﬁt is gained with a sacriﬁce of 1-2% drop in
the recognition performance.
Keywords: BioHash, ECC, Key Binding, NIR Face, Biometric
Encryption.

1

Introduction

Cryptology of security keys plays an important role in information security [14].
When the key and its owner are separated, the computer know whether the key
is correct but not the user. If an attacker gets the key, the information will be
decrypted easily. This presents a problem in security.
A biometric based system gets personal identity, but relies on the operating
system or access key to control access to the information stored on the system.
So, biometrics alone can solve the security problem only partially.
In addition, biometric has its inherent shortcomings. Biometric characteristics
(especially physiological biometrics) are largely immutable, resulting in permanent biometric compromise when stolen or leaked. Therefore, how to protect
biometric templates becomes an important issue. In traditional systems using
passwords, Message-Digest Algorithm 5 (MD5) is widely used to store passwords
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[13]. The system only stores the hashed password, which ensures the system will
not leak the password.
A good solution to these problems is to bind the access key with its owner’s
identity for each piece of restricted information. There are two approaches to
biometric based information security. One is to convert a biometric template into
a stable vector and use MD5 or other one-way algorithm to protect the biometric
template. A problem with this approach is that the biometric template is still
unchangeable. The other is to bind a biometric feature to a key. If the system is
cracked by brutal force attack, the system administrator just needs to change a
binding key.
However, there is a problem in applying biometrics to security key generation:
Biometric features are subject to certain degree of variation and so may not
be 100% the same for all feature extraction session. To tackle such inherent
variability of biometrics, error correcting code (ECC) is used to correct errors
or noise in biometric features, to ﬁnally enhance the reliability of biometric
key binding [12,29,28,27]. Since the ECC algorithms only work in binary system
with hamming distance. In order to use ECC algorithms, BioHash[25,23,26,32,31]
method can be introduced to convert the biometric feature vectors into binary
strings. Therefore, BioHash and ECC theory can be combined to enhance key
binding to a biometric system.
Most of existing works in this direction are mainly based on ﬁngerprint and
iris modalities [5,10,11,18,9,20,4,16,3,2,19,7]. This is because ﬁngerprint and iris
features are more stable and can be easily incorporated with ECC [8,24,30,1].
There has been some literature reporting key binding with face biometric
features[17,15]. These works are based on a visible light face recognition. The
experiments in these papers are close-set face recognition. That means these
works can not be used in real application. The main reason is that face has
thus far been considered not stable enough to be error-corrected by ECC. Face
biometric is aﬀected by lighting condition, expression, and other factors [34].
The variability in face features often exceeds the correcting ability of ECC.
Near infrared (NIR) face recognition introduced recently has achieved great
success. Not only it overcomes the illumination problem but also achieved significant higher accuracy performance than conventional visual face biometrics [21].
It can be used reliably for 1-to-many face identiﬁcation. This new technology
makes face biometric key binding possible.
In this paper, we present a novel biometric key binding method based on
near infrared (NIR) face biometric. The contributions are the following: First,
we develop an enhanced BioHash algorithm by imposing an NXOR mask onto
the input to the subsequent error correcting code (ECC). Second, we present
and NIR face based key binding for improving the security level of NIR face
recognition system. the BioHash is combined with ECC and NIR face features
to enables reliable binding of face biometric features and the biometric key.
While the ability of the BioHash algorithm for template protection and information cryptography is guarantied by the theory of encryption, we present
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experimental results show that the security beneﬁt is gained with a sacriﬁce of
2% drop in the recognition performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces BioHash
method and the enhanced BioHash. Section 3 describes the NIR face based
encryption algorithm. Section 4 shows the experiment result.

2

Enhanced BioHash

BioHash represents a series of operations which combine a high dimensional feature vector with a user-speciﬁc tokenised random numbers (TRN) to produce a
binary bit string, so that the similarity score between two feature vectors can
be measured by the hamming distance [26,32,6]. The basic idea of BioHash is
to use threshold calculation to obtain a bit 0 or 1. The following describe three
BioHash procedures for converting a feature vector to a binary string.
BioHash 1. By repeatedly converting a feature vector to a binary string by
comparing it with a random vector with same length.
1. Use a feature extraction technique to extract the biometric feature. The
biometric feature is represented in a vector form, x ∈ R n , with n denoting
the feature length of x. Repeating x m times to obtain a new feature vector
X = {x, ..., x}.
2. Use token to generate a pseudo-random vectors r ∈ R n×m based on a seed.
m is a integer. The entire distribution of r is same as x.
3. Use the following threshold calculation to obtain a binary string b1 b2 ...bn×m
with length n × m

1 if Xi > ri
i = {1, ..., n × m}
(1)
bi =
0 if Xi  ri
The n-dimensional biometric feature x is thus converted to a binary string b of
length n × m.
BioHash 2. By calculating the dot product of the feature vector and several
random vectors, and then comparing the dot product results with a threshold.
1. Employ the input token to generate a set of pseudo-random vectors, ri ∈ R M
for i = 1, . . . , m based on a seed.
2. Apply the Gram-Schmidt process to ri ∈ R M for i = 1, . . . , m to obtain a set
of orthonormal vectors pi ∈ R M |i = 1, ..., m, also called Tokenised Random
Number, TRN.
3. Calculate the dot product of v, the feature vector obtained from ﬁrst step
and each orthnonormal vector in TRN, pi , such that v, p.
4. Use a threshold τ to obtain a binary string, b whose elements are deﬁned as

1 if v, p > τ
bi =
i = {1, ..., m}
(2)
0 if v, p  τ
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BioHash 3. Converting a feature vector to a binary string by calculating the
range of arguments of the complex, which is generated by adding a random
imaginary to the feature vector.
1. Use token to generate a set of pseudo-random vectors, ri ∈ R M |i = 1, ..., m
with the entires distributed according to N (0, 1) and apply the Gram-Schmidt
process to transform the basis ri ∈ R n |i = 1, ..., m into an orthonormal set of
r, r⊥i ∈ R n |i = 1, ..., m.
2. Mix the x with r⊥i iteratively
√ to form the complex number, {zi = xi +
r⊥i j|i = 2, ..., n}, where j = −1 and calculate their complex arguments,
{arg(zi ) ∈ R n |i = 1, ..., n}.



3. Average the complex arguments, αi = n1 nj=1 arg(zi ) ∈ R m |i = 1, ..., m
where −π  αi < π and m < n. Then we get the binary string b

1 if − π < α < 0
i = {1, ..., m}
(3)
bi =
0 if 0  α < π
Enhanced BioHash
Among the three BioHash algorithms, BioHash 1 is advantageous in that binary
strings it generates is much longer than the others and easy to calculate. With
a longer binary string, we can bind into longer key, which increases the security
of system.
However, this incurs a problem that we cannot using an ECC algorithm to
correct the binary string: The binary string obtained can be any one in the space
{0, 1}n; however, ECC cannot decode some of these. ECC coding and decoding
algorithms are generally used in pair. There are some strings in the space {0, 1}n
which are out of ECC decoding space.
Here we present an enhanced BioHash method to solve this problem. Suppose
that b is a binary string with length n which is converted from a biometric
feature vector. For any binary string b of length n, we generate a mask string
M = b N XOR b ) by
Mi = bi N XOR bi , i = 1, ..., n

(4)

Here NXOR (Not eXclusive OR) is a logical operation. The NXOR is deﬁned as
follows
1 N XOR 1 = 1, 0 N XOR 0 = 1, 1 N XOR 0 = 0, 0 N XOR 1 = 0.

(5)

An NXOR between two strings is deﬁned as NXOR on each bit respectively. The
binary string b is then converted to b using the operation b = b N XOR M by
bi N XOR Mi = bi , i = 1, ..., n

(6)

With the same mask M , the hamming distance between b1 and b2 does not
change because the property of NXOR operator, that is,
DHamming (b1 , b2 ) = DHamming ((b1 N XOR M ), (b2 N XOR M ))

(7)
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NIR Face Based Key Binding

The motivation of NIR face based key binding is the following: We need a face
encryption system. Error correcting code (ECC) is usually needed to solve the
problem incurred by variation in biometric features. The ECC based method
requires that the biometric module be able to achieve a minimum performance
that is associated with the ability ranger of ECC. The stability of NIR face
features can satisfy this requirement of ECC, as will be explained.
When the key binding method is introduced into a face recognition system,
the enrollment and recognition processes are both changed. So, a description of
face enrollment and recognition for biometric key binding will be provided. How
to use multi-image for enrollment to improve the system performance will be
described. The security level of the key binding NIR face recognition system and
the external function of the system will be discussed, too.
3.1

Error Correcting Code

Error Correcting Code is a code in which each data signal conforms to speciﬁc
rules of construction so that departures from this construction in the received
signal can generally be automatically detected and corrected. The basic idea is
for the transmitter to apply one or more of the above error detecting codes; then
the receiver uses those codes to narrow down exactly where in the message the
error (if any) is. Shannon’s theorem points out that the maximum attainable
eﬃciency of an error-correcting scheme versus the levels of noise interference
expected.
Two main categories are convolutional codes and block codes. Examples of
the latter are Hamming code, BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem) code, ReedSolomon code, Reed-Muller code, Binary Golay code, and low-density paritycheck codes [33]. Here we use BCH code to convert the unstable BioHash binary
string to a stable binary string.
In the error correcting theory the ratio of error bits to total bits has an upper
limit. Suppose b1 and b2 are the two BioHash strings from the same person. If
we use the error correcting code to transform the BioHash binary string to a
stable binary string, the diﬀerence of two binary strings from the same person
should be less than the upper limit. As we know, face images usually vary large
due to various lighting changes which may make the diﬀerence of features from
the same person larger than the upper limit. To deal with this problem, here we
choose NIR face recognition as the basic system which has an advantage on face
encryption. See Fig.1.
The use of NIR imaging brings a new dimension for applications of invisible
lights for face detection and recognition [21]. It not only provides appropriate active frontal lighting but also minimizes lightings from other sources. The following ﬁgure compares NIR face images with visible light (VL) face images. The VL
images contain large performance-deteriorating lighting changes whereas the NIR
are good for face recognition. The ﬁxed lighting direction much simpliﬁes the problem of face recognition. Face recognition algorithms are more stable in under controlled lighting. That meets the requirement of error correcting code theory.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. Comparison of VL images (a) vs. NIR images (b) taken in the same environmental lighting conditions

3.2

Face Enrollment

The enrollment process is showed in Fig.2(a). Suppose the length of face feature
is n. The length of BioHash binary string is n×m. The threshold of the hamming
distance is τ . The the enroll process is:
1. Face feature extraction. Extract a feature vector x from a NIR face image.
2. Use the basic BioHash method to convert the face feature vector x to a
binary string b. The seed of the pseudo-random vector in BioHash is s.
3. Generate a random integer vector. Convert the random vector to binary
system. Here we get a random binary string k with the length of t. This is
the binded key.
4. Use BCH coding algorithm to transform k to kBCH . The length l of kBCH
is a little smaller than n × m or equal. Use the ﬁrst l bits of b to get the
mask M = kBCH N XOR b.
5. Record the M , s and k values in the database. k should be protected by
MD5 or other one-way algorithm.
Item 5 refers the storage in the database. It is obvious that we can no nothing
about the face feature just from M and s. However, if k can be obtained by
the attacker, the attacker may concoct a new feature vector which can pass the
system. So the binded key k should be protected by MD5.
Note that in item 1 in BioHash 1, the face feature vector x is repeated m times.
This brings multiimages for the enrolled person to improve the performance of
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) The enrollment process. (b) The recognition process.

the system. Suppose there are several images from one person with corresponding
feature vectors x1 , x2 , ..., xs . We use {x1 , x2 , ..., xs , ..., x1 , x2 , ..., xs } instead of
{x, x, ..., x} in item 1.
3.3

Face Recognition

The recognition, shown in Fig.2(b), is described as follows:
1. Face feature extraction. Extract a feature vector x from a NIR face image.
2. Get s from the database. Use s to generate a seudo-random vector for BioHash. Convert x to the binary string b .

3. Get M from the database. Calculate the masked string kBCH
= b N XOR M .


4. Use BCH decoding algorithm to transform kBCH to k .
5. Check if k  is k by MD5. if k  = k, then x and x are from the same person.
Because the probability of collision of MD5 is very small, the performance of the
recognition mainly depends on the result of BioHash.
We can see in enrollment and recognition processes that the face template stored
in the system are protected by MD5 or other one-way algorithm. Here the template
protection depends on the security of encryption algorithms. The security of the
face recognition system is guaranteed by the encryption theory [13].
The NIR face base key binding can be used in information cryptography. The
binding key can be the same key for encryption and decryption of a message.
This application has a wide range of prospects.

4

Experiments

Experiments are done to compare the performance of the original NIR face features algorithm and the enhanced BioHash binary strings with face key binding
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incorporated. The purpose is to evaluate how much sacriﬁce in recognition accuracy the system has to pay for the gained security.
The original algorithm converts a 142 × 120 face image to a 256-dimensional
feature vector by the algorithm in paper [22]. There are no intersection between
the training database and testing database. The testing database contains 1176
images, which are from 294 people with 4 images per person. Every image is
2
=
compared with other images. So the number of similarity scores is C1176
690900.
The original system uses L2 distance as the similarity score. The key banding
system checks whether the result of MD5 is equal. BCH decode algorithm ensures
the two binary strings getting diﬀerent codes when the hamming distance is
bigger than BCH threshold. So we only need to calculate ROC of the BioHash
binary string with hamming distance. The result is shown in Fig.3(a).
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Fig. 3. The comparation of ROC curve between BioHash binary string and raw face
feature: (a) When Biohash binary string length is 4095, and (b) When Biohash binary
string length is 66175

We set the length of BioHash binary string to be 4095, threshold 285, and
corresponding key length as 707. The enhanced BioHash binary string achieves
veriﬁcation rate (VR) of 92.01% at FAR = 0.11%. This decreased VR by 2% from
the original system. However, this method oﬀers security to the face recognition
system, and information protection ability for the face recognition system.
In BCH algorithm, when the total number is 4095, the corresponding error
bits can be 1 to 343. That means in our method, the range of FAR is from 0 to
8.32%, and the range of VR is from 0 to 97.79%.
The BCH code length can be longer in order to make a long key. When the
code length increases, BCH algorithm takes more time to code and decode. That
also makes the brute force search very diﬃcult. See Fig.3(b). When we set the
length of BioHash binary string to be 66175, threshold 3407, and corresponding
key length as 11131. And with the long biohash binary string, the VR also
increases to 93.15%.
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Conclusion

This paper has presented a novel biometric key binding method, enhanced BioHash. The method, when incoporated with NIR face biometric, enables face
biometric based template protection, ﬁle encrypting and many other applications. The gain in security is proved by existing theory, with a little drop in
recognition accuracy.
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